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ABSTRACT Recently computed tomography (CT) has been widely used as a noninvasive imaging anatomical method 
for visualization of organs from cranial abdomen in small domestic mammals. CT is suitable for anatomi-

cal visualization of bones and soft tissues in small animals used as classical experimental models in biomedical re-
search. The study of anatomical objects using CT is performed in normal functioning biological object that is not sub-
jected to excessive radioactive radiation. The exact interpretation of CT images and description of the organ structures 
of cranial abdominal region is based on preliminary studied information from topographic anatomy

Introduction
Computed tomography (CT) is a noninvasive method for 
anatomical visualization of bones and soft tissues in bio-
logical objects. Opposed to dissection techniques, CT 
provides detailed information about organ anatomical fea-
tures in living animals (Lauridsen et al., 2011; Stamatova et 
al., 2011; Dimitrov et al., 2012; Stamatova-Yovcheva et al. 
2012).

CT makes possible to be created naturalistic, high reso-
lution interactive images of anatomical models in three 
dimensional aspects. Researchers have the option to se-
lect and examine a specific anatomical structure, which is 
object of interest (Garland et al., 2002; Henninger et al., 
2003; Zwingenbereger et al., 2005; Drake et al., 2008; 
Hagen, 2012;). 

According to some authors (Ober and Freemean, 2009) re-
sults from imaging CT studies can be used as morphologi-
cal basis to be interpreted anatomical structures that are 
species and breed specific.

Historical Background
Recently CT has been used as imaging anatomical method 
for visualization of organ structures from different anatomi-
cal regions in mammals used as experimental models in 
biomedical research (De Iuliis and Pulera, 2007; Dimitrov et 
al., 2009).

CT is applied to study morphological features and func-
tional state of some organs in the domestic rabbit, due to 
the high resolution and detailed information of obtained 
anatomical images (Dimitrov et al., 2012).

CT has a wider investigational range in anatomy research 
compared to the classical anatomical methods where non-
living animals are used (Zwingenbereger and Schwartz, 
2004; Badea et al., 2008).

CT anatomical data of the organ structures correlates high-
ly with data for their normal topography. For this reason 
many authors (Samii et al., 1998; Zotti et al., 2009; Dim-
itrov et al., 2010a; Dimitrov et al., 2010b; Dimitrov et al., 
2011a; Dimitrov et al., 2011b) suggest this imaging modal-
ity is an appropriate method for contemporary topographic 
interpretation.

Anatomical study using CT is performed in strict 
compliance with all the principles of animal welfare. No 
euthanasia is needed, opposite to classical anatomical 
studies and radition is minimized, compared to radiology 
(Novelline et al., 1999; Boyd et al., 2006; Uzunova, 2013).

Detailed anatomical information in transversal CT stud-
ies is due to comprehensive definition of the tissue struc-
tures because of their different attenuation (Hathcook and 
Stickle, 1993a; Hathcook and Stickle, 1993b; De Ricke et 
al., 2005).

The definition and exact interpretation of CT tissue find-
ings requires knowledge in topographic anatomy (Feeney 
et al., 1991; Smallwood and George, 1993; König and 
Liebich, 2004; Alsafy, 2008).

A contemporary aspect of the topographic location of tho-
racic and abdominal organs in dogs and cats has been in-
terpreted by CT (König and Liebich, 2004). 

CT features of the organs from a certain anatomical region 
are defined. The same bone structures that mark organs’ 
topography are used when studying native frozen post-
mortal anatomical cuts (Dimitrov et al., 2013a).

In goat thoracic anatomical landmarks are used in CT 
study of thoracic cavity’s organs (Alsafy, 2008). The author 
aims the obtained CT anatomical data to be used as a ba-
sis for contemporary interpretation of thoracic organs’ ana-
tomical features in this animal. 

According to some researchers (Smallwood and George, 
1993; Rivero et al., 2009) CT is a suitable noninvasive 
method for the study of the anatomical topographic fea-
tures of canine thoracic and abdominal organs.

CT anatomical investigation of the organs from abdominal 
cavity in small mammals gives information about their to-
pography and closeness to the other organs. The topogra-
phy of big vessels (abdominal aorta and caudal vena cava) 
and their branches is defined (Gielen, 2003).

CT anatomy is considered as a unit of topographic anat-
omy in the dog (Teixeira et al., 2007). CT anatomical visu-
alization of the abdominal organs corresponds to their nor-
mal topography on native frozen topograpghic slices. The 
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used bone landmarks in CT and in postmortal anatomical 
studies are the same. 

Computed tomographic anatomical algorithm 
CT anatomical study in the small mammals requires immo-
bilization of the animal on the patient table. Intramuscular 
injection of sedatives is considered to be the most suitable 
for immobilization in order to obtain objective computed 
tomographic anatomical images in minimum stress of the 
studied animals (Samii et al., 1998; Boyd et al., 2006; Teix-
eira et al., 2007; Dimitrov et al., 2009; Rivero et al., 2009; 
Dimitrov et al., 2010a; Dimitrov et al., 2010b; Dimitrov et 
al., 2011a, Dimitrov et al., 2011b; Stamatova et al., 2011; 
Dimitrov et al., 2012; Stamatova-Yovcheva et al., 2012; 
Dimitrov et al., 2013a). 

The use of relatively small number of clinically healthy ani-
mals is a great advantage of CT. Detailed CT anatomical 
images of the abdominal organs in the dog are obtained 
in the studies of many authors (Smallwood and George, 
1993; Teixeira et al., 2007; Rivero et al., 2009). The num-
ber of the studied animals varies from two to four. 

CT anatomical features of feline abdominal organs are 
studied by some researchers (Samii et al., 1998). The au-
thors use two sexually mature clinically healthy animals.

CT anatomical characters of rabbit organs are studied 
(Zotti et al., 2009). Number of the investigated animals is 
four. In other researches (Dimitrov et al., 2010a; Dimitrov 
et al., 2011a; Stamatova et al., 2011; Dimitrov et al., 2012; 
Stamatova-Yovcheva et al., 2012; Dimitrov et al., 2013a) 
from eight to ten rabbits are used.

To obtain accurate interpretation of CT anatomical find-
ings, some authors (Dimitrov et al., 2009; Dimitrov et al., 
2010a; Dimitrov et al., 2010b; Dimitrov et al., 2011a; Dim-
itrov et al., 2011b; Dimitrov et al., 2012; Dimitrov et al., 
2013a) use bone structures as anatomical landmarks. The 
topography of the investigated anatomical region is de-
fined. 

To obtain CT anatomical results, concerning the imaging 
anatomical features of soft tissues and bones is required 
algorithm of investigation that is specific for the anatomical 
region (Frank et al., 2003). 

The soft tissue window and its parameters (width and 
height) are used to improve the quality of the CT ana-
tomical images. Thus the observed structures are defined 
maximum (Samii et al., 1998; Zotti et al., 2009; Dimitrov 
et al., 2012). CT anatomical visualization of abdominal soft 
tissue structures in the dog is detailed, when using soft tis-
sue window with length (WL) of 14 and width (WW) of 658 
(Rivero et al., 2009). 

Data of some authors (Teixeira et al., 2007) show, that to 
visualize CT anatomical findings in canine cranial abdomi-
nal region, a soft tissue and mediastinal-vascular window 
are used. 

Detailed CT anatomical images of the rabbit liver and its 
closeness to soft tissue and bone structures are studied 
(Stamatova-Yovcheva et al., 2012). A width of window 399 
and center 53 are used.

CT anatomical data for the organs, vascular and bone 
structures from cranial abdominal region are studied, as 
recumbency, scanning levels and CT scans’ thickness are 

selected freely. CT anatomical presenting of abdominal 
structures in the dog is possible at sternal recumbency of 
the studied animals (Smallwood and George, 1993; Teix-
eira et al., 2007; Rivero et al., 2009). CT scans’ thickness 
is 5 mm (Teixeira et al., 2007), 10 mm (Rivero et al., 2009) 
and 13 mm (Smallwood and George, 1993). CT images are 
oriented so that the left and right CT anatomical findings 
are presented left and right to the researcher (Rivero et al., 
2009).

A number of authors (Zotti et al., 2009) investigate by CT 
the rabbit organs, as the animals are positioned in sternal 
recumbency and the scans’ thickness is 5 mm.

CT anatomical studies in cats and rabbits are carried out 
to find the imaging anatomical features of the thoracic and 
abdominal organs in dorsal recumbency of the studied 
animals (Samii et al., 1998; Stamatova et al., 2011; Dim-
itrov et al., 2012; Stamatova-Yovcheva et al., 2012). The 
obtained CT images are interpreted as the right anatomi-
cal structures are visualized left to the researcher. Objec-
tive anatomical computed tomographic results for some 
abdominal soft tissue structures in cat and rabbit are ob-
tained with distance between scans’ levels (thickness of CT 
slices) of 3 mm in the rabbit (Dimitrov et al., 2012), 5 mm 
in the cat (Samii et al., 1998) and 5 mm and 8 mm in the 
rabbit (Stamatova et al., 2011; Stamatova-Yovcheva et al., 
2012).

Ethical Protocol
The study about abdominal organs in rabbit was approved 
by the institutional committee of animal care in Trakia Uni-
versity, Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, Stara Zagora, Bul-
garia (Approval № 51/29. 09. 2012). The images of feline 
abdominal organs were obtained during the preparation 
of dissertation of Dr. Rosen Dimitrov. The dissertation was 
entitled Morphofunctional and imaging features of the 
male accessory sex glands and pelvic part of the urethra 
in the tomcat (Dimitrov, 2009). The CT images of dog’s ab-
dominal organs were obtained during the preparation of 
the study for the imaging anatomical features of prostate 
gland in the dog (Dimitrov et al. 2010c). The experiments 
were made in strict compliance with the Decision of Euro-
pean Union Council 1999/575/ЕО from 23. 03. 1998 about 
contracted convention by European Committee for verte-
brate animals protection, used for experimental and other 
scientific purposes, and the Animal protection’s law in Re-
public of Bulgaria (Section IV - Experiments with animals, 
art. 26, 27 and 28, received on 24th January 2008 and pub-
lished in Government Gazette, № 13, 2008).

CT visualization and anatomic interpretation
Liver
The interpretation of CT anatomical images of the cranial 
abdomen is consistent with the gray-white scale. It is relat-
ed to the degree of absorption of X-rays by the bone and 
soft tissues. The bones as vertebra and ribs are hyper at-
tenuated structures because they have the highest density 
and are visualized in white (Rivero et al., 2009).

Precontrast CT study of the liver provides detailed infor-
mation for the anatomic features of the mammals’ organs. 
Contrast CT investigation of the hepatic parenchyma is 
used often for morphological definition of benign and ma-
lignant lesion alterations (Kleiter et al., 1999).

Many authors (Teixeira et al., 2007; Rivero et al., 2009) 
study by CT the topographic location of the abdominal 
organs in the dog. Bones are used (vertebra from eight 
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thoracic (Th8) to first lumbar (L1) and relevant sternebra to 
determine the liver topography in transversal plane. 

CT anatomic investigation of the liver in the cat finds the 
intrathoracic localization of the organ and its closeness to 
the stomach, jejunum and parts of colon. Caudate process 
touches the right kidney (Samii et al., 1998).

CT anatomic borders of the rabbit liver in transver-
sal aspect are from Th8 to L1 (Zotti et al., 2009). CT 
presentation of the organ corresponds to its normal topog-
raphy on postmortal transversal cuts. 

Other authors (Stamatova et al., 2011; Stamatova-Yovche-
va et al., 2012) perform comparative imaging anatomical 
study of the rabbit liver. CT anatomic borders of the organ 
in transversal and sagittal aspect are defined. Used bone 
landmarks are vertebra from Th8 to L3 and costal arch, 
and soft tissue markers are the soft abdomen, diaphragm, 
stomach and the right kidney.

The liver and stomach in the dog (level - Th11) are well 
defined soft tissue findings with close location in the 
epigastric region. Stomach wall is gray, as the lumen of 
its body and fundus have a low attenuation and cover the 
liver lobes. Right hepatic lobe and caudate are only visual-
ized. Right hepatic lobe is presented as a whole norm at-
tenuated structure, distinguished by the hyper attenuated 
heterogeneous parts of the stomach. On the dorsal edge 
of the right hepatic lobe is found the intermediately at-
tenuated profile of caudal vena cava. Left and dorsal, close 
to the body of vertebra is the abdominal aorta. It is with 
intermediate soft tissue density.

 
Figure 1. Precontrast transversal CT image of the cranial 
abdominal region in dog (at the level of 11th thoracic 
vertebra - Th11). (Original)
For CT visualization of the liver a lung vascular window 
is used sometimes. It provides information for the topo-
graphic location of the organ and its contacts with the 
close soft tissue findings. Their nuance is consistent with 
gray-white color scale.

 
Figure 2. Precontrast transversal CT image of the cranial 
abdominal region in rabbit (at the level of 8th thoracic 
vertebra - Th8). (lung and vascular window) (Original
 
Stomach
Transverse CT study of the stomach in small mammals (car-
nivores and lagomorphs), provides a detailed anatomical 
analysis of gastric parts and their proximity to the other or-
gans. Borders that outline transition between pyloric part 
and duodenum beginning depend on food mass in the 
stomach and intestinal lumen (Fike et al., 1980; Samii et 
al., 1998; Teixeira et al., 2007; Zotti et al., 2009; Stamato-
va-Yovcheva et al., 2012). The vertebra that define the to-
pography of the stomach in the dog are thoracic vertebra 
in the segment from Th8 to Th12 (Teixeira et al., 2007; Riv-
ero et al., 2009), and in the rabbit – from Th8 to L3 (Zotti 
et al., 2009).

CT image of the rabbit stomach (level – Th12) gives infor-
mation for its anatomical parts and borders in the epigas-
tric region. Food content affects gastric topography and 
that of the adjacent soft tissue structures. Due to cecotro-
phy (Sotirov and Semerdjiev, 2009) contrast CT anatomic 
image of the stomach lumen is rarely observed. Filled 
stomach covers almost the liver. Parts of the right liver 
lobe, duodenum and jejunum are observed.

 
Figure 3. Precontrast transversal CT image of the cranial 
abdominal region in rabbit (at the level of 12th thoracic 
vertebra - Th12). (Original)
 
Spleen and parts of intestinal canal
Precontrast CT study of the spleen gives available informa-
tion for its topography (Patsikas et al., 2001). CT transver-
sal anatomical image of the spleen in the dog and rabbit 
is obtained at the level of L1 (Teixeira et al., 2007; Rivero 
et al., 2009; Zotti et al., 2009). 
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The costal arch is used as anatomical bone landmark to de-
fine the spleen topography in the cat (Samii et al., 1998). 

CT transversal image of the spleen in carnivores and rabbit 
is norm attenuated with soft tissue density similar to that of 
the liver. The spleen is close to the stomach (on the left) and 
reaches the left abdominal wall. Parts of duodenum, jejunal 
ansa and ascending colon are visualized as norm attenuated 
structures with oval contours. Peritoneum is not visualized.

Figure 4. Precontrast transversal CT image of the cranial 
abdominal region in cat (at the level of 10th thoracic 
vertebra - Th10). (Original)

Figure 5. Precontrast transversal CT image of the cranial 
abdominal region in dog (at the level of the 1st lumbar 
veretbra - L1). (Original)

Figure 6. Precontrast transversal CT image of the cranial 
abdominal region in rabbit (at the level of the 1st lum-
bar veretbra - L1). (Original) Pancreas

CT visualization of the rabbit pancreas is hampered by the 
features of its anatomical structure. The organ is composed 
of small lobes. It is disseminated in the mesoduodenal adi-
pose tissue (Barone, 1997; Zotti et al., 2009; Dimitrov et 
al., 2013b; Stamatova-Yovcheva et al., 2013).

CT is a suitable noninvasive method for carnivores’ pan-
creas visualization (Samii et al., 1998; Teixeira et al., 2007; 
Rivero et al., 2009). As bone landmarks, marking the ana-
tomical lines of this organ in the dog are used the vertebra 
from Th12 to L1 (Teixeira et al., 2007; Riviero et al., 2009).

Carnivores’ pancreas is visualized as a soft tissue finding 
with intermediate attenuation. Its soft tissue density is simi-
lar to that of the liver and spleen. At the level of Th12 the 
pancreas in the dog is visualized well defined to the adja-
cent liver lobes, stomach and ascending colon.

 
Figure 7. Precontrast transversal CT anatomical image 
of the cranial abdominal region in dog (at the level of 
12th thoracic vertebra - Th12). (Original)

CT anatomical studies (Zotti et al., 2009; Stamatova-Yo-
vcheva et al., 2013) present information for imaging ana-
tomical features of pancreas and its topography in the rab-
bit, because of the morphological features of the organ 
(Barone, 2013; Dimitrov et al., 2013b). 

Anatomical application of the computed tomography
CT soft tissue findings are visualized as anatomical struc-
tures with high resolution. The reconstruction of certain im-
ages of anatomical objects’ parts is motivation CT to be 
used as imaging anatomical modality (Henninger et al., 
2003).

Precontrast CT anatomical study of small mammals’ intra-
peritoneal soft tissue findings is enough to investigate their 
topographic and imaging anatomical features (Bartling et 
al., 2007). 

CT is more widely applied to study the anatomical predis-
position and pathogenesis of many diseases of thoracic 
and abdominal organs in the companion animals (Ohlert 
and Scharf, 2007).

CT anatomical investigation of canine organ structures 
from cranial abdomen is used as a morphological basis to 
diagnose actual diseases, specific for this animal species 
(Rivero et al., 2009).

CT is widespread non-invasive method for anatomical vis-
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ualization of the abdominal organs in the small domestic 
mammals, used as models to investigate many abdominal 
human diseases. The obtained anatomical data are also 
applied to study the contrast level in the vascular struc-
tures. CT modality is important to precise the dose of con-
trast agents, used for radiological investigations (Han et 
al., 2001).

The helical CT is used for the imaging anatomical study 
and early diagnosis of intrahepatic lesions in dogs. The ob-
tained morphological results are used to plan surgical in-
terventions in cranial abdomen (Hylands, 2007).

Canine liver is anatomical CT model for early diagnosis 
and to proceed with human portal shunt. This is a motif for 
some researchers (Frank et al., 2003) to perform CT ana-
tomical study of the liver in dogs, in order to submit ana-
tomical data.

CT provides information for the functional status and to-
pography of canine spleen. The obtained data are applied 
in the interpretation and early diagnosis of the spleen tor-
sion (Patsikas et al., 2001).

CT anatomical presentation of the small mammals’ stom-
ach is used as anatomical basis to diagnose gastrointesti-
nal lesions (Fike et al., 1980).

The rabbit liver is investigated in order to be compared CT 
and routine radiology as non-invasive anatomical modali-
ties (Momose et al., 1995). CT has advantages in the visu-
alization of soft tissue structures. 

CT is a qualitative method to study the anatomical predis-
position for liver steatosis and early necrotic hepatic altera-
tion in the rabbit (Ducommun et al., 1979; Kawata et al., 
1984; Kato et al., 1996).

The rabbit liver and spleen are CT anatomical models to 
study the microcirculation’s alterations that occur in hu-
mans by improper use of contrast agents (Ivanchev et al., 
1989). 

Detailed CT anatomical image of the canine pancreatic pa-
renchyma is obtained at maximum expiration. The organ’s 
excretory ducts are not found. Pancreas is visualized diffi-
cultly, compared to liver, stomach and spleen (Probst and 
Kneissl, 2001). 

Concluding remarks
CT is non-invasive imaging anatomical method. CT images 
of the organs from cranial abdomen are as transverse ana-
tomical topographic cuts of the selected area of investiga-
tion. Precontrast CT study is a definitive method for ana-
tomical visualization of small mammals’ abdominal organs 
and to obtain imaging anatomical information. 

CT image collections are preferred for visualization of nor-
mal topography of the carnivores’ thoracic and abdominal 
organs, compared to photographic images of native frozen 
transverse sections.
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